It is shown that in a general pseudo-Euclidean space E ~, 2-fiats (planes) passing through the origin of the coordinate system may be classified into six invariant types and explicit formulas for "planar rotations" in these fiats are obtained. In the physically important case of the Minkowski World E !, planar rotations are characterized as rotation like , boostlike and Singular transformations and an invariant classification of proper Lorentz transformations into these types is given. It is shown that a general nonsingular proper Lorentz transformation may be resolved as a commuting product of two transformations one of which is rotation like and the other boostlike while a singular transformation may be written as a product of two rotation like transformations, each with a rotation angle 1T. Such a rotationlike transformation with angle 1T is called "exceptional" following Weyl's terminology for similar transformations ofSO(3). In all cases, explicit formulas for the angles and planes of rotations in terms of the elements of a given 
INTRODUCTION
We consider here a general pseudo-Euclidean space E ~ withp "plus-ones" and (n -p) "minus-ones," is the metric inducedonE~ by the scalar product given in Eq. (1.3). Xand Yare said to be orthogonal if XY = O. Following a familiar nomenclature used in relativity theory, we define a vector X to be timelike, null or space/ike according as X2=XX~O.
(1.5)
A non-null vector X is said to be a unit vector if X 2 = ± 1.
Evidently the signature of gij is p -(n -p) = (2p -n). Here we may observe that the space E ~ -P is completely equivalent to E ~ except that E ~ -P has a metric with the opposite "Formerly C.S.I.R. Senior Research Fellow.
signature (n -2p) and the vector nomenclatures "timelike" and "spacelike" get interchanged.
In what follows, we adopt the following notation. As seen above, boldface capitals such as I k , X, Y, P, Q etc., denote n-dimensional column-vectors of E ~ and Ik etc., the corresponding row vectors. Ordinary lightface capitals such as L,S,A,I,S"Sb etc., denote n X n matrices. E is the n X n unit matrix. Elements of a matrix A are denoted by Aij' In particular, these symbols denote, respectively, 4-vectors and 4 X 4 matrices in the case of the Minkowski world E ! . Lower case boldface letters such as e, h, m, n, a, f3 and the two boldface script letters If and J¥" denote 3-vectors.
TWO-FLATS PASSING THROUGH THE ORIGIN AND THEIR CLASSIFICATION
Any two-dimensional subspace of E ~ defined by the parametric equations 1 (2.1) may be called a 2-flat of E ~. Here R, as usual, is the radius vector of a general point on the 2-fiat defined by the fixed, linearly independent, vectors P, Q and C of E~ and (fJ,p,) are two real parameters taken from the range -00 < fJ,p, < 00 • A 2-fiat passing through the coordinate origin is given by Eq. (2.1) with C = 0, and such a 2-ftat is completely determined by the linearly independent vector pair (P,Q) which however is not unique. Any other vector pair (X,Y) related to (P,Q) by 3) serves equally well to define a 2-flat passing through the origin. This situation permits us to choose (X,Y) to be an orthogonal pair of vectors. To see this, let us suppose that (P,Q) is nonorthogonal. Then Schmidt's orthogonalization procedure adapted to E ~ yields the fOllowing prescriptions for orthogonalization:
(i) IfP and Q are both null, then X = P + Q and Y = P -Q are orthogonal and as X 2 = -y2 = 2PQ # 0, X is timelike if Y is space like and vice versa.
(ii) If at least one of the two vectors (P,Q), say P, is nonnull, then X = P and Y = Q -(PQ/pz)P are orthogonal. Further y2 = QZ _ (PQ)2 /p z , and this shows that when Q is null, X is timelike ifY is spacelike and vice versa. However, when Q is not null, Y may be timelike, spacelike or null depending on (P,Q).
Thus, the generating vector pair (X,Y), of a 2-flat through the origin, can always be chosen to be an orthogonal pair and we shall assume that it is so in the rest of this paper. In terms of an orthogonal pair (X, V), the equation to a 2-flat through the origin becomes (2.4)
It is easy to see that a general E ~ admits orthogonal vector pairs of the following six types: spacelike-spacelike (ss), spacelike-null (sn), spacelike-timelike (st), null-null (nn) null-timelike (nt) and timelike-timelike (tt). [( 1 ,0,0,0) , (0,1,0,0)] which are orthogonal vector pairs belonging to the types tt, nt, st, nn, sn, and ss respectively. However, we may observe that all these six types of orthogonal vector pairs exist only when gij has at least two positive terms and two negative terms, i.e., when n>2 + p>4. In particular, in E ~ -1; n > 3, of which the Minkowski world E i is a special case, only the three types ss, sn and st, of orthogonal vector pairs, are possible. This result can be seen easily as follows:
Since p = n -1, there is only one timelike member in every orthonormal basis of the type described in Eq. (1.1) and it is evident that given any timelike vector T, one can always choose an orthonormal basis in which the components of T are given by T = (O,O, ... O,it) . This form ofT immediately shows that orthogonal vector pairs of the type tt and nt are impossible in E ~ -1. Further, if X and Yare a pair of orthogonal vectors of which, say, X is null, then in a suitable orthonormal basis in which X has components given by X = (O,O, ... O,x,ix) and Y has components given by y = (Y1>Yz,'" Yn _ l>iYn), XY = ° implies Yn _ I = Yn and hence YY = Y~ + Y; + .. + Y~ _ 2 >0. Therefore Y can only be spacelike, or ifit is null, it is a constant multiple of X and this proves that orthogonal vector pairs of the type nn (and nt) are impossible in E ~ -1. Thus, we see that in E ~ -1, only three types of orthogonal vector pairs namely ss, st and sn, are possible.
We now prove that a 2-flat defined by Eq. (2.4) admits only one type of an orthogonal vector pair (X, V). Let (X', V') be a new pair of orthogonal vectors in the 2-flat defined by Eq. (2.4). Then they are related to (X,Y) by Evidently we have {X')2 = 1J z X z + IL2yZ, (y')2 = (1J,)zX 2 + (IL,)2y 2 , (2.6) and (2.7) From these formulas it is evident that when (X,Y) belongs to the types ss, nn or tt, (X',Y') is also of the types ss, nn or tt respectively. When (X,Y) is of the type st, in the nontrivial case in which 1J,IL,1J' and IL' are all nonzero, Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) yield Both the cases IL = 0, IL' #0 andIL #0, IL' = 0 evidently lead again to an orthogonal vector pair (X' ,V') in which one of the vectors is null (and is a constant multiple of the original null vectors X) and the other non-null vector has the same norm as that of the original non-null vector Y.
Thus we see that every 2-flat defined by Eq. (2.4) admits precisely one type of an orthogonal vector pair only and hence can be characterized by the type of orthogonal vector pair it admits. This leads to a classification of these 2-flats into six types, corresponding to the six types of orthogonal vector pairs discussed above. These 2-flats may thus be designated as ss-2-flats, st-2-flats, etc.
I t is also interesting to note the relation between these 2-flats and the null-cone RR=O, (2.11) passing through the origin. Evidently, the points at which the 2-flat of Eq. (2.4) intersects this null-cone are given by (2.12) where the (1f,IL) satisfy
(2.13)
Thus we observe that tt and ss 2-flats intersect the null-cone at only one point, namely the origin with 1f = IL = O. sn or nt 2-fiats touch the null-cone along a line and with X as the null vector in the orthogonal pair (X,Y) we find the equation to this line of tangency to be
A st-2-fiat cuts the null-cone along two lines given by 14) and and nn-2-flat lies entirely on the null-cone. These results may be compared with the corresponding results for the case of E! given in Synge. 
PLANAR ROTATIONS IN E::
We know 2 that the linear homogeneous transformations A = (Ai})' in E ~, which leave the quadratic form
invariant, form the pseudo-orthogonal group G ~ . The transformation matrix A is evidently orthogonal, i.e., AA=E, (3.2) where E is the unit n X n matrix. Moreover, since the n-vectors A X and X must have the same structure, given in Eq.
(1.2), the elements Ai} of A must satisfy certain reality conditions. On block-dividing A into the form
these reality conditions imply that ,vA, 'f,', :J', ,7 are all real matrices of orders p Xp, P X (n -pi, (n -p) Xp and (n -p) X (n -p) respectively. The set of all such A with det(A ) = + 1, forms a subgroup G t of G;, .
We now consider certain abelian subgroups of G t which may be interpreted as groups of planar rotations. Let (X,V) be a linearly independent orthogonal pair of vectors of E ~. Further, let us assume that X and V, whenever non-null, have been normalized to ± 1, so that in general the norms X 2 and V 2 have only the values ± 1,0, depending upon the nature of X and V. Then the skew-symmetric matrix S = XY -VX; XV = 0, is evidently nonzero, and the matrix
where 0 is a scalar parameter, satisfies the conditions given in Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) . Moreover (3.6) as the trace of S is zero. Thus, the set of all such A defined by Eqs. (3.4)-(3.6) , forms an abelian subgroup ofG t. Obviously S is the corresponding infinitesimal transformation. The orthogonal vector pair (X,V) defining S also defines a 2-flat, of E ~, passing through the origin. If 77X + /-t V is an arbitrary vector of this 2-flat (plane), then
is again a vector of the same plane. If Z, on the other hand, is a vector orthogonal to this plane, then we have We now evaluate the planar rotation matrices for each of the six types of2-flats discussed in Sec. 2. For this, we note that S2 = (XY -VX)(XY -VX) = -V 2 XX -X 2 VY, Using these in Eq. (3.5), we obtain six particular forms of A = exp(SO), corresponding to the six types of planes as follows.
In an nn-2-flat, with X 2 = V 2 = 0, we have
It is interesting to note that this transformation, though not an identity transformation, leaves all vectors in the nn-2-flat unaltered. In an nt-2-flat, with X 2 = ° and V 2 = -1, we have (3.12) In an sn-2-flat, with X 2 = ° and V 2 = 1, we have
(3.13) In a ss-2flat, with X 2 = V 2 = 1: we have
In a st-2-flat, with X 2 = 1 and V 2 = -1, we have
In a tt-2-flat, with X 2 = V 2 = -1, we have
(3.16) We may now define the angle of rotation qJ as the angle between an arbitrary non-null vector lying in the plane and its image under the rotation. To determine the angle between two non-null vectors, we use the definition given in Petrov 3 and set (3.17) where qJ is angle between the n-vectors P and Q and the plus sign is taken when both p 2 and Q2 are positive and the minus sign when both of them are negative. Obviously, this definition breaks down when a null vector is involved. Ifwe now set P = 77X + /-tV and Q = A Pin Eq. (3.17), we get cosqJ = ± PA P/IP"I, (3.18) where we must choose the plus sign ifP is spacelike and the minus sign ifP is timelike. An angle of rotation qJ is evidently defined by this formula for planar rotations in all 2-flats except the nn-2-flat. Using formulas (3.12)-(3.16) we find that qJ = ° for all rotations in the sn and nt 2-flats, qJ = 0 for rotations in the ss and tt 2-flats and qJ = ie, a pure imaginary angle, for rotations in the st 2-flats. Lastly we note that the formulas in Eqs. (3.11)-(3.16) yield the following known special cases.
(i) Let X = Ik and V = II be the unit vectors defining the k -I coordinate 2-flat of E ~. Then we obtain from the formulas (3.14)-(3.16), the following nonzero components of
Akk=A,,=coS<p, Akl= -Alk=Sincp,} (3.19) all other Amm = 1, where qJ = 0, qJ = -0, or qJ = iO according as the coordinate 2-flat considered is ss, tt or st. This special form justifies the terminology rotations for the planar transformation A.
(ii) The rotation matrix for a rotation through a (real) angle () about the axis i = (a l ,a 2 ,a 3 ) in the Euclidean space E3=E j, in the more familiar form as given in Jeffreys and Jeffreys,4 follows from Eq. (3.14) on writing XxV = i and we get
a; (1 -cos() ) + cos(} (3.20) This gives the well-known relation (3.21) for the determination of the angle of rotation for a given A, and a somewhat more specific form (3.22) to the relations, as given in Hamermesh 2 or Wigner, 5 for the determination of the axis of rotation. Further, the form of A given by Eq. (3.20) [and also Eq. (3.14) directly] shows that A will be symmetric for () = 11' and assumes the form
Then Eq. (3.22) becomes a trivial identity leaving the axis i undetermined. One has now to solve for the a k from the elements of some row or column of the matrix (3.23), as for example from
an exceptional matrix since such matrices do not fit directly into Cayley's parametrization of the rotation group SO(3) and some effort is necessary, as Weyl puts it, to "render these exceptions ineffective." We note that in the exceptional case, i as given by Eq. (3.24) is determined only up to an ambiguity in sign and this reflects the fact that in the topological representation of the rotation group by a sphere of radius 11', diametrically opposite points are to be identified. As an example of an exceptional rotation matrix, we have
-2 which evidently has () = 11' and (3.26)
PROPER LORENTZ TRANSFORMATIONS IN E;
As an interesting application of the results of the previous section we devote the rest of this paper to a complete discussion of the physically important case of proper Lorentz transformations in the Minkowski world E ~. We show that any general nonsinguiar (or non-null) Lorentz transformation may be factored into a commuting product of two 2170 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 22, No. 10, October 1981 planar transformations one of which is equivalent, by a proper Lorentz trasformation, to a pure rotation and the other to apure boost. We accordingly call these factor transformations rotationlike and boost like. We also note that this resolution is a Lorentz invariant one and is to be contrasted with the other known result (see for example Anderson 7) that a Lorentz transformation may be expressed as a (noncommuting) product of a pure-rotation and a pure-boost. A singular (or null) Lorentz transformation, on the other hand, is shown to be factorizable into a product of two rotationlike transformations, each with a rotation angle 11'. These factor transformations are symmetric in Minkowski coordinates with X 4 = ict, and show certain special features like the symmetric rotations of Sec. 3 and are therefore termed exceptional following Weyl. These do not appear to have been noticed in the literature. Our analysis also yields the necessary and sufficient conditions for a Lorentz transformation to be planar and leads to an invariant classification of Lorentz transformations of all types. We note here that a different scheme of classification and a prescriptive procedure for determining the angles and planes of rotation based on the antisymmetric part of a Lorentz transformation has been given by Bazanski 8 who also gives a formula which is essentially the same as our Eq. (4.39). Since, however, a pure boost is symmetric in real coordinates and an exceptional transformation in Minkowski coordinates, one or the other has its anti symmetric part identically zero and is naturally excluded in his classification. Our procedure, on the other hand, covers all cases and yields explicit formulas for the angles and planes of rotation in terms of the elements of a given Lorentz matrix L. Moreover, based as it is on grouptheoretical considerations, as we shall see in the next section, our method yields an explicit formula for the three-dimensional complex orthogonal representation of the Lorentz group SO(3,I) which in turn leads to two other classifications schemes in terms of the characters X (L ) in the D \0 and D JO representations.
It may be observed that there is a close analogy between the methods adopted here and those of electromagnetic theory because the algebra of the infinitesimal Lorentz transformations is the same as that of the electromagnetic field tensor. In the case of the non exceptional (null as well as nonnull) transformations, the analogy is with the reduction of an electromagnetic field at an event to its canonical form whereas in the exceptional case it is with the problem ofthe extraction of an extremal root of the electromagnetic energy tensor as in the RMW theory.'} A proper Lorentz transformation in E! is represented bythe4X4matrixL = (Lij)'i,j = 1,2,3,4, withL a4 andL4a for a = 1,2,3 purely imaginary while all other elements are real and
where E is the 4 X 4 unit matrix. Note that we are following the conventions described in Sec. 1 and for E l this simply means that we are employing the conventional Minkowski coordinates with X 4 = ict. Since the proper Lorentz group is a Lie group, every proper Lorentz transformation L may be written as
where the infinitesimal transformation Ihas the form I 1= ( _Oh3 ~ ~~2 ~::)
We observe that I has precisely the same structure as the electromagnetic field tensor with 3-vector fields e and h. (non-null) if at least one of (h 2 -e 2 ) and h·e is nonzero. The "singularity" of L arises here from the fact that
We now invoke a basic result of electromagnetic theory (see for example Synge I or Landau and Lifshitz lO ) that there exist Lorentz frames in which a non-null electromagnetic field has its electric and magnetic vectors parallel. Adapted to our case, this means that if at least one of (h 2 -e 2 ) and h·e is different from zero, there exists a Lorentz transformation,
where the common direction of the parameter vectors e' and h' of I' has been chosen to be the z axis (of the new frame)
rather than the x axis as chosen by Synge I in his discussion of the "geometry" of the electromagnetic field. This shows, in complete analogy with the four-dimensional rotation mat · 11 12 th t .
I Lo .
nx.' a every nonslOgu ar rentz transformation may be brought to the canonical block-diagonal form (4-screw) 
by a proper Lorentz transformation. We have thus given a direct proof of Synge's theorem 13 that every nonsingular proper Lorentz transformation is equivalent to a 4-screw.
we see that R ' is a pure rotation and B ' is a pure boost. Evidently R 'is aplanar Lorentz transformation in the ss-2-fiat defined by the 4-vectors 10) and the corresponding angle of rotation is B r . Similarly, B I is a planar transformation in the st 2-fiat defined by the 4-vectors 11) and has the angle of rotation iB b . We thus have, in terms of the matrices of the original basis, (4.12) where R is equivalent to a pure rotation and B to a pure boost by the Lorentz transformation T and have, respectively, the same invariant angles Br and iB b • We say that R is rotationlike and B is boostlike. Moreover, R I and B ' and consequently Rand B are planar transformations since the latter are obtained from the former by a mere change of basis. We observe from Eq. (4.6) that in the canonical basis (primed letters denote quantities in the canonical basis),
where planes, respectively. Thus we get 1= (}rSr + (}bSb; Sr=tS;T, Sb=tS~T, (4.16) for the infinitesimal transformations in the original basis. Here the suffixes rand b in Eqs. (4.13)-(4.16) are mere labels indicating rotation and boost respectively and no summation is implied by these repeated indices. We follow the same convention throughout the paper. From Eq. We know that the characteristic equation 14 of any n X n matrix A is given by
where Pr is the sum of all rth order principal minors in the determinant of A. Thus, we have for L,
where 20) and 5 is the sum of all principal minors of the second order.
In Eq. (4.19) the coefficient of ( -A) is also X because each element of a proper orthogonal matrix A (AA = E) is equal to its cofactor. More generally, any minor of an orthogonal matrix is equal to its algebraic complement by Jacobi's theorem and hence it is sufficient to compute only three distinct second order minors of L to obtain 5. Since the roots of Eq. (4.19) are already known to be exp( ± iRr) and exp( ± 0b), we have from Vieta's formulas (see for example, Kurosh 15) 22) and hence Next, we consider the problem of expressing the two planes associated with L in terms of its elements. Let S = UV -vir be the infinitesimal transformation in the 2-flat determined by the orthogonal pair (U,V). As before, let us assume that U and V, whenever non-nUll, have been normalized to ± 1. One of these vectors, say U, must necessarily be spacelike since a null or timelike vector cannot be orthogonal to another null or timelike vector. We now show that in the plane defined by the orthogonal pair (U,V), there always exists another orthogonal pair (P,Q) in which the spacelike vector P has its temporal component equal to zero.
Consider first, the case in which both U and V are spacelike. where U is a unit 3-vector. We have assumed that when V is a non-null vector, V'V = ± 1 and in the case of a null V it is convenient to assume that it is "normalized" in the sense vi + vi + v~ = v~ = 1, VV = O. (4.36)
We thus note that the Eqs. e; .h; = 0, e~ .h~ = 0, hr -e r = e b -hb = 1.
We also observe that S~3= -S;, S;=S~, S;S~ =S~S; =0.
These relations, being invariant, are also true in the original basis and we have e r -h r = e b ·h b = 0, h; -e; = e~ -h~ = 1, On multiplying these and using Eq. (4.37), we obtain Equations (4.49) and (4.46) now show that n = 0, i.e., e r is parallel to hb and e b is parallel to hr. But the two expressions for m show that while e b is parallel to h r , hb is antiparallel to e r · Further, Eq. (4.45) yields e;e~ = h;h~ and on using Eq. (4.37) we get e~ = h; and e; = h~ leading to Similarly we obtain the orthonormal pair (Z=U,W=V) yielding Sb as Sb =ZW -WZ.
It also follows that the Lorentz transformation T, which sends the given L into the canonical block-diagona/form given inEq. (4.7), hasforitsrows, the row-vectors (X,Y,Z, -iW).
Although e r and e b are given by Eqs. .58) and (4.59) give the blades in the latter case with e. = 0 in the ss-blade.
B. Singular Lorentz transformations
In this case, the parameter vectors of the infinitesimal transformation satisfy ~-~=~ ~=~ ~~ so that we have O. = e b = ° and each eigenvalue of Lis + 1.
The infinitesimal transformation I [see Eq. (4.
3)] now corresponds to a null electromagnetic field and all that one can do is to carry out a rotation T of the spatial axes such that the vector h, say, is along the z axis and e is along the x axis.
Denoting the common magnitude of e and h bye, we have the canonical form O,l,O,i), (4.62) with X' evidently spacelike and N' null. We also have where f/( is a three-dimensional spatial rotation matrix, it transforms the 3-dimensional vector e occurring in S into e' = f/(e of S'. Since e' is a unit vector as is clear from Eq. 
c. Exceptional Lorentz transformations
We have called a rotation like planar transformation with Or = 1T and 0b = 0, an exceptional Lorentz transformation, and observe that it is symmetric as Eq. (4.39) with Or = 1T and 0b = 0 reduces to L = E + 2S;, (4.72) where S; is symmetric by virtue of the antisymmetry of Sr. We note, however, that an exceptional transformation is symmetric only in Minkowski coordinates and in a real coordinate system it is represented by an asymmetric matrix. Conversely, we show that we must have Or = 1T and 0b = 0 for a symmetric Lorentz transformation. Taking the sym- Eq. (4.72) that X and Yare also eigenvectors of L belonging to the eigenvalue -1. If the givenL has an especially simple structure, then one may determine a pair of orthonormal eigenvectors of L belonging to the eigenvalue -1 without much effort. Although the problem may be regarded as solved in principle by this prescription, we adopt another procedure, in conformity with our purpose of determining these vectors explicitly in terms of the elements Lij of L. 
But we may express L / as ;L;, (4.87) and observe that both L ; and L ; are symmetric and therefore exceptional. We thus obtain the resolution
where L I = TL ; T and L2 = TL ; T are evidently exceptional proving the result stated above. Moreover, since the T as given in Eq. (4.71) has a particularly simple structure, we may even give L I and L2 explicitly. It is easy to check that 
D. Examples
As an illustration of the foregoing discussion, we consider a few simple examples of Lorentz transformations. = (vx/v,vy/v,vJv,O) and Vi = (O,O,O,i) .
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Example ( where r > 1, and clearly the transformation is planar as X = r + 1 and! S = r. However it is rotationlike, singular or boostlike according as ~3. But £il = (r -3f so that we must take q = 3 -r or q = r -3 according as rS 3 . When r < 3, we have q = 3 -r,cosO r = !(r - 
We observe that the L in question is obtained by carrying out a rotation through 1,/2 in the x-y plane followed by a boost along the x axis with a velocity v corresponding to r and it is interesting that the composite transformation L could be any of the three types depending on r and stays rotationlike up to a velocity as high as c(8/9)1/2. Example (iv): We finally consider one simple example of an exceptional transformation. For the symmetric matrix is th~ infinitesi.mal ~ra~sformation in th~ D 10 representation ofS~ (3, 1) . To see this, we observe that, if laP'!r4 (a,(J,r = 1,2,3 cychc) are the l~fimteslmal transfor~atlOns ofthe self-representation ofSO (3, 1) in the coordinate planes, laP' -if r4 would be the correspondmg ones for the rotatIOn group SO(4) which is a direct product of two three-dimensional rotation groups whose infinitesimal transformations are J r = !(lap -ify4) and Kr = !(laP + il r4 ) so that we have the well-known relations
Noting that DO(J) = DO(K) = ° andDO(I) = 1, we get The classification according to the D ¥l or D 0} representations is also straightforward. We know that the two-dimensional complex unimodular group SL(2,C) which is the same as the D ¥l or DO} representation provides a doublevalued representation of SO (3, 1) where the el' (,u = 1,2,3) satisfy e~ = -1, el'e v = -evel' = ep (,u,v,p 
